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Reference:

Subject:

Rua and Son Mechanical

Letter of Recommendation

To Whom It May Concern:

Rua and Son Mechanical (RSM) is currently contracted for Aluminum Panel Wall System installation at
our Jackson Rancheria Hotel Renovation project. I have been working closely with both Louie Rua
(President) and Fernando Huizar-Vera (Superintendent) for months though some very challenging issues
leading up to panel installation.

This project is somewhat unique in that much of the field verification of the panel system dimensioning
must be performed prior to removal and replacement of substrate by necessity. This has presented many
challenges and necessitated a great deal of coordination between the principal project contributors; Owner
staff, GC installer, design team and fabricator. The panel system is the heart of this project, and RSM has
been excellent is coordinating this work.

RSM has demonstrated itself to be competent, knowledgeable and proactive at every stage of this project.
Both Louie and Fernando have been integral at working with the fabricator to ensure the dimensioning is
correct, as well as troubleshooting design issues and working with the design team to offer practical
solutions to problematic situations.

Because this project is a renovation of an existing operational hotel, it is being constructed in phases in
order to maintain Owner hotel inventory, and our schedule is of paramount importance to our client.
Design review affecting fabrication has delayed panel delivery, and creative solutions to mitigate overall
delays were found necessary. Louie was instrumental to realizing schedule changes which achieve that
goal. His can-do attitude toward working through problems is greatly appreciated

RSM continually demonstrates that they have what it takes to make construction projects successful,.
They are an integral part of this project's success, and I highly recommend them.

Please feel free to contact me anytime if you have any questions.

Senior Project Manager
Cell 916.296.5569

Respectfully,a
Pat Frontin
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